“Quality Hardwood Flooring“
As resilient as nature

Living comfort
the way you want it
Multi Top Floor® reflects the particular
style of your interior by using real wood. You
feel the cosiness and tasteful class throughout
your home of a real wooden floor, without the

Real wood, for real living

unpleasant disadvantages of using solid wood.

Multi Top Floor® is a Dutch top quality product with unprecedented stability. Because of the unique construction, shrinkage and expansion
are virtually eliminated. It is even acceptable for use with under-floor heating, provided
guidelines are followed. All these points together create the living comfort you are used to.

The natural look of
real wood – why use
Imitations?
For every interior there is a
compatible floor, with its own
unique character. Oak, Walnut ,
Cherry, Ash, Teak or Jatoba:
Multi Top Floor® is possible in many
species. The floor can be finished in
several ways: with oil, wax or
lacquer - in required colours, or
single/double smoked or stressed.
Our technology allows a large
number of variations, from timeless
classics to trendy or modern. With
Multi Top Floor® the result is always
stunning.

Every floor is individual

Timber in the house:
tasteful, in more ways
than one!
Pay attention to the MTF
authenticity. Each MTF plank has
been branded with its own serial
number and offers a 5 year
guarantee.

Timeless beauty
Wood lives. It adapts to its
surroundings. It breathes. That
makes it timeless and exquisite.
It meets the demands of today’s
comfort, the need for robust
construction and ease of
maintenance.

Nothing can beat the beauty of
genuine wood. Multi Top Floor®
combines all of this.

Cosiness throughout
the house
Authentic and pleasant. That is what
we desire from a floor, not restricted
to the living room. Multi Top Stairs®
carries the warmth and comfort of
real wood up the stairs throughout
the home to any bedroom or room.

A refreshed look, all day

Carry the elegant style of Multi Top Floor®
to a bedroom with Multi Top Stairs®

Multi Top Floor®: Stylish and stable
Wood is a natural product, maybe one of the reasons why we are attracted to it.
However, being natural, shrinkage and expansion are often the reasons why wood is not
chosen as a flooring solution. Multi Top Floor® overcomes the reasons for not choosing
wood due to how it is produced.
With a plank width up to 280mm, combined with many finishing possibilities,
Multi Top Floor® products offer a look of style that is risk-free and made to last.
Multi Top Floor® engineers have developed a method of pressing and adhering the
chosen species of wear-layer onto the Birch plywood. As a result Multi Top Floor® is always
flat, straight and stable. This process is very flexible so almost any species of wood can be
used to make Multi Top Floor®. If you require a particular species that we do not show in our
current range, do not hesitate to ask us, if we can source the species we can make your floor.
Due to the stability of Multi Top Floor®, we do not insist on allowing the product to acclimatize. It can be fitted as a floating floor over concrete or wood. It is suitable for use with underfloor heating, installed by certified professionals, and in line with our specified guidelines.
Multi Top Floor® is the perfect link between aesthetic appeal, strength, stability and cost.
More information required?
Don’t hesitate to contact your local Multi Top Floor®
Dealer or feel free to call us or send an email to:
In the UK: call 01302 888800 or mail info@multitopfloorltd.com
www.multitopfloorltd.com
Rest of the world: call +31 75 684 1412 or mail mail@multitopfloor.com
www.multitopfloor.com
Multi Top Floor® is a product by the Homburg Groep BV, FSC and PEFC certified, a family business
trading for 45 years. We consider durable purchasing and patented production technology as
vital elements to our product.

Dealer adress:

Visit also our website:
www.multitopfloor.com

